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Monday, 24 June 2019 09:00 (5)

Opening of the workshop (5’)

Presenter(s) : VELOSO, João

Session Classification : Opening Session
Contribution ID : 2

Type : not specified

Welcoming to Aveiro and the University - no speaker name yet

Monday, 24 June 2019 09:05 (10)

Welcoming to Aveiro and the University (10’)

Session Classification : Opening Session
Welcoming from LIP - no speaker name yet

Monday, 24 June 2019 09:15 (5)

Session Classification: Opening Session
Origin of mass - accepted

Monday, 24 June 2019 09:20 (40)

Presenter(s) : ROBERTS, Craig (Argonne National Laboratory)

Session Classification : Session I - part 1
PDFs/TMDs latests results from Pavia Group - accepted

PDFs/TMDs latests results from Pavia Group (25’ + 5’)

**Presenter(s):** Dr BERTONE, Valerio (Università degli studi di Pavia)

**Session Classification:** Session I - part 1
Global fits from the Torino Group - accepted

Monday, 24 June 2019 11:00 (30)

Global fits from the Torino Group (25’ + 5’)

Presenter(s) :  GONZALEZ H., J. Osvaldo (University of Turin)

Session Classification :  Session I - part 2
Experimental overview on TMDs - accepted

Monday, 24 June 2019 11:30 (40)

Experimental overview on TMDs (35' + 5')

Presenter(s) : BRADAMANTE, Franco (Universita e INFN Trieste (IT))

Session Classification : Session I - part 2
Drell-Yan results from COMPASS - no speaker name yet

Monday, 24 June 2019 12:10 (30)

Drell-Yan results from COMPASS (25' + 5')

Session Classification: Session I - part 2
Pressure inside the proton - no answer yet, to be confirmed

Monday, 24 June 2019 14:30 (40)

Pressure inside the proton (35' + 5')

Presenter(s) : KUMERICKI, Kresimir (University of Zagreb)

Session Classification : Session II - part 1
PARTON framework for GPD extraction - ?

Monday, 24 June 2019 15:10 (30)

PARTON framework for GPD extraction (25’ + 5’)

 Presenter(s) : SZNAJDER, Paweł (National Centre for Nuclear Research)
 Session Classification : Session II - part 1
DVCS JLab results - accepted

Monday, 24 June 2019 16:20 (30)

DVCS JLab results (25’ + 5’)

Presenter(s) : SOKHAN, Daria (University of Glasgow, UK)

Session Classification : Session II - part 2
COMPASS DVCS/DVMP results - accepted

Monday, 24 June 2019 16:50 (30)

COMPASS DVCS/DVMP results (25’ + 5’)

Presenter(s) : LIN, Po-Ju (University of Colorado at Boulder)
Session Classification : Session II - part 2
Hadron spectroscopy phenomenology - accepted

Tuesday, 25 June 2019 09:00 (40)

Hadron spectroscopy phenomenology (35’ + 5’)

Presenter(s): JACKURA, Andrew (Indiana University)

Session Classification: Session III
Hybrid mesons & strange hadron spectro. - accepted

Tuesday, 25 June 2019 09:40 (30)

Hybrid mesons & strange hadron spectro. (25’ + 5’)

Presenter(s) : CHUDAKOV, Eugene (Jefferson Lab)
Session Classification : Session III
Hadron spectroscopy: from COMPASS to AMBER - ?

Tuesday, 25 June 2019 10:10 (30)

Hadron spectroscopy: from COMPASS to AMBER (25' + 5')

Presenter(s) :  WAGNER, Mathias (University of Bonn (DE))
Session Classification :  Session III
Overview on proton radius - accepted

Tuesday, 25 June 2019 11:10 (40)

Overview on proton radius (35’ + 5’)

Presenter(s) : STRAUCH, Steffen (University of South Carolina)

Session Classification : Session IV
Preparing to measure proton radius at COMPASS - no speaker name yet

Tuesday, 25 June 2019 11:50 (30)

Preparing to measure proton radius at COMPASS (25’ + 5’)

Session Classification: Session IV
Fragm. functions and connect at high z with TMDs - no answer yet

Tuesday, 25 June 2019 14:30 (30)

Fragm. functions and connect at high z with TMDs (25' + 5')

Presenter(s) : Dr NOCERA, Emanuele Roberto (University of Oxford)

Session Classification : Session V
Multiplicities from COMPASS - no speaker name yet

Tuesday, 25 June 2019 15:00 (30)

Multiplicities from COMPASS (25’ + 5’)

Session Classification: Session V
New ideas for DAQ - accepted

Tuesday, 25 June 2019 15:30 (30)

New ideas for DAQ (25’ + 5’)

Presenter(s) :  KONOROV, Igor (Technische Universitaet Muenchen (DE))

Session Classification :  Session VI - part 1
Magn. active hadron absorbers

Magn. active hadron absorbers (25' + 5')

Presenter(s) : DUDAREV, Alexey (CERN)
Ultra fast silicon detectors

Ultra fast silicon detectors (25’ + 5’)

Presenter(s): REPOND, Jose (Argonne National Laboratory)
Large picosecond photon dets

Large picosecond photon dets (25' + 5')

Presenter(s): ELAGIN, Andrey (University of Chicago)
Magn. active hadron absorbers - no answer yet

Tuesday, 25 June 2019 16:30 (30)

Magn. active hadron absorbers (25’ + 5’)

Presenter(s) : DUDAREV, Alexey (CERN)

Session Classification : Session VI - part 2
Ultra fast silicon detectors - accepted

Tuesday, 25 June 2019 17:00 (30)

Ultra fast silicon detectors (25' + 5')

Presenter(s) : REPOND, Jose
Session Classification : Session VI - part 2
Large picosecond photon dets. - accepted

*Tuesday, 25 June 2019 17:30 (30)*

Large picosecond photon dets. (25’ + 5’)

**Presenter(s) :** ELAGIN, Andrey (University of Chicago)

**Session Classification :** Session VI - part 2
pbar production cross-sections - accepted

Wednesday, 26 June 2019 09:00 (30)

pbar production cross-sections (25’ + 5’)

Presenter(s) : DONATO, Fiorenza (INFN - National Institute for Nuclear Physics)
Session Classification : Session VII
Lattice QCD and muon anom. Magn. moment - no answer yet

Wednesday, 26 June 2019 09:30 (30)

Lattice QCD and muon anom. Magn. moment (25' + 5')

Presenter(s) :  KRSTIC MARINKOVIC, Marina (Trinity College Dublin (IE))

Session Classification :  Session VII
Exotic hadrons in Lattice QCD - accepted

Wednesday, 26 June 2019 10:00 (30)

Exotic hadrons in Lattice QCD (25’ + 5’)

Presenter(s): BICUDO, Pedro (IST Lisboa)
Session Classification: Session VII
PANDA and complementarity with others - accepted

Wednesday, 26 June 2019 11:00 (30)

PANDA and complementarity with others (25’ + 5’)

Presenter(s) : MAAS, Frank (Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung)
Session Classification : Session VIII
Spin physics results at RHIC - accepted

Wednesday, 26 June 2019 11:30 (30)

Spin physics results at RHIC (25’ + 5’)

Presenter(s) : ASCHENAUER, elke-caroline (BNL)
Session Classification : Session VIII
QCD physics @PBC - accepted

Wednesday, 26 June 2019 12:00 (30)

QCD physics @PBC (25’ + 5’)

Presenter(s) : SCHNELL, Gunar
Session Classification : Session VIII
Closing remarks

Wednesday, 26 June 2019 12:30 (10)

Session Classification: Closing session